Printing and Application Instructions

1) Copy/Print on the coated side of the media using a compatible Inkjet Printer.
2) To prevent a paper jam, make sure the vinyl is not bent or warped or corners folded BEFORE loading. Loading by hand ONE SHEET at the time (pressing FF/Ready) is a way to make sure it loads correctly.
3) When gluing this PET media to any substrate, clean the surface and remove residual grease, soot or dust.
4) It is not recommended (on larger labels like 11” X 17”) to remove all the back paper before installing. It’s better to remove the paper from a small area at one end first such as a 1/2” vertical strip at the left hand or right hand edge.
5) Line up your label. When the position looks correct, let the label make contact with the surface on the edge where you removed the back paper.

NOTE: This media is NOT intended for outdoor use. If used where humidity is high or moisture may collect on the substrate use clear spray our use one of our self adhesive inkjet laminate or similar product.

HYAZ™ Inkjet Media

Window Transparency Film

Item # AWT8511
Media Self Adhesive PET film
Media Type Inkjet
Color Clear (Transparent)
Printers Most Desk Top
Type of Adhesive Removable

Note:
Air bubbles will only become visible if you try to glue this label on to the substrate by rubbing on it like it was a label trying to “glue” it to the surface. Do NOT do this. Simply “put” the label on the substrate and that’s it. If you are looking for permanent label to “Glue on” to the substrate then use our Vinyl Film.

Try Also our “Waterproof” White Vinyl
For complete updated list of our media and to order on line go to www.papilio.com or call 817-489-5249

Disclaimer: We have tested our media in various personal inkjet printers with good results. The user of this paper/film must determine the suitability of this product before beginning production, using his equipment and method of application. The sellers and manufactures maximum obligation shall be to replace paper/film that has been found to be defective. Neither the manufacturer nor the seller shall be held liable for any injury, direct or consequential, arising out of the use of, or inability to use this paper/film.